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Student Counseling
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Volunteers Needed!AtLMAJ0RSWELCOME!

# INTERVIEWING NOW *
to begin service in the Summer or Fall Semester.
Summer Training wilt take place May 24-29, 1999.

For more information call Susan Vavra at 845-4427 ext. 133 
or visit our web site at wwuv.scs.tamu.edu/voiunteer/

STUDENT
COUNSELING

SERVICE

Post Oak Mall • 764-4444
A department in the Division of Student Affairs

a new church for a new generation

Community |i
Church I

at the Hilton - Sundays, 10 a.m
with worship leader Ross King

and special guest speaker this Sunday, Mike Nugent (‘92) from Albuquerque, NM

call 260.1163 for more info or check out www.comchurch.com

HURRY! TIME IS 
RUNNING OUT
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SAVE AN H 1 5 *%£ SILVER,'gOLdJ

GOOD THROUGH SAT.
■__ ■___■ ■ ■ j

EXTRA
15 DIAMONDS &||

DISCOUNTED ^
prices GEMSTONES

ALL AUDIO SYSTEMS, BOOM BOXES, VIDEOS

ELLIPTICAL TRAINERS NOW $39

ALL AUTOMOTIVE ALL m au m i
INFANT %n°FF ATHLETIC Hi 

50-70°" APPAREL 9 V |F00TWARER#1
ALL DISCOUNTS TAKEN OFF LOWEST TICKETED PRICE

ALL
ATHLETIC

FOOTWARE

.ELECTION IS LIMITED 
& VARIES BY STORE

ALL FURNITURE 
FIXTURES FOR &

n f
"Montgomer^^^ THESE LOCATIONS ONLY

1618 ROSE LAND BLVD. • TYLER 
HWY 6 & VILLA MARIA RD. • BRYAN 
3201 TIXOMA PKWY. • SHERMAN

teaui -sue Mtni naureoMBn «ime chauss, m. «*raeME, mrcw express j, discover, au. sas sew no checks
;UE 70.-THE ORCLiMStSKi-CES. WP CA;-4.MO LONGER ACCEPT COUPONS OR 'N-STORE REBATES. AVAILABIIjTV. LIMITED TO STORE STOCK ON CERTAIN ITEM:
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Hubble spots 
ancient galaxy

(AP) —Astronomers using the Hubble 
Space Telescope have peered 13 billion years 
back into time, almost to the dawn of cre
ation, to find the oldest, most distant object 
ever detected: a galaxy fizzing with new stars.

The galaxy lies near the edge of the uni
verse, 13 billion light-years from Earth, where 
its presence was detected by its faint ultravi
olet light, which is invisible to conventional 
telescopes.

Paradoxically, the oldest known galaxy — 
dubbed “Sharon” after the sister of one of its 
discoverers — appears young to us.

That is because the deeper astronomers 
look into space, the further back in time they 
are looking. It takes so long for light traveling 
through space to reach Earth that as
tronomers scanning the edges of the universe 
are seeing objects as they were billions of 
years ago.

By some estimates, we are seeing the 
galaxy as it existed 1 billion years after the Big 
Bang, the colossal explosion believed to have 
created the universe.

The discovery by researchers at the State 
University of New York at Stony Brook was 
reported in Thursday’s issue of the journal 
Nature.

It marks the third time in the past year that 
astronomers have found what were thought 
to be the most distant objects yet.

Other astronomers said the finding can 
help them determine when galaxies formed 
and developed and learn more about the ori
gins of the chemical elements that make life 
possible.

“Finding the most distant galaxies is akin 
to finding the oldest fossils on Earth,” said 
Patrick McCarthy of the Carnegie Institution 
Observatories in Pasadena, Calif. “They give 
you a handle on the timing and processes by 
which the first recognizablegalaxies coalesced 
from the primordial sea of light elements.’

Galaxies appear to come in two basic de
signs — disc-shaped spiral galaxies like the 
Milky Way and more massive, elliptical galax
ies. But the SUNY researchers said their tar
get is much too far away even for the Hubble 
to see clearly, so they cannot say what type it 
might be.

In fact, the new galaxy is so faint that some 
astronomers said they might have to wait un
til better instruments are developed to learn 
something from it.
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SALUE TURNED

Benjamin Rodgers, a senior industrial distn 
major, plays in Rudder fountain Wednesday
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UNIVERSITY WAIGI
by SEIKO

............ II;Someday all watches 
will be made this wav

A Seiko quartz timepiece officially taP 

University. Featuring a richly detail^ 
dimensional re-creation of the Universit STAR 

the 14kt gold-finished dial. Electronii. 
movement quaranteed accurate to with For mi

seconds per month. Full three year Seikor } iltural
FRIDAY & SATURDAYONII oner
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All Gold 
2-Tone 
Leather Strap

$285.00
$265.00
$200.00
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DOUGLAS JEWELRY
1667-3 TEXAS AVE. 

COLLEGE STATION, TX 77840
Class of “75 
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Ordering your 2000 Aggieland ^ « 
yearbook is as easy as 1-2 -3!! b.V.ML
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Don't forget to order your

2000 Aggieland
yearbook when you register for classed

Use fee option 016

during phone registration.

For any questions regarding the 2000 Aggieland, call 845-265

http://www.comchurch.com

